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A STICK, A STONE,
IT’S THE END OF THE ROAD

IT’S THE REST OF THE STUMP
IT’S A LITTLE ALONE

IT’S A SLIVER OF GLASS,
IT IS LIFE, IT’S THE SUN,

IT IS NIGHT, IT IS DEATH,
IT’S A TRAP, IT’S A GUN.

THE OAK WHEN IT BLOOMS,
A FOX IN THE BRUSH,

THE KNOT IN THE WOOD,
THE SONG OF THE THRUSH.

THE WOOD OF THE WIND,
A CLIFF, A FALL,

A SCRATCH, A LUMP,
IT IS NOTHING AT ALL.

IT’S THE WIND BLOWING FREE.
IT’S THE END OF A SLOPE.



IT’S A BEAM, IT’S A VOID,
IT’S A HUNCH, IT’S A HOPE.

AND THE RIVERBANK TALKS.
OF THE WATER OF MARCH

IT’S THE END OF THE STRAIN,
IT’S THE JOY IN YOUR HEART

THE FOOT, THE GROUND,
THE FLESH, THE BONE,

THE BEAT OF THE ROAD,
A SLINGSHOT STONE.

A FISH, A FLASH,
A SILVERY GLOW,



COLLABORATIONS

PLEASURES

Pleasures is a Los Angeles based streetwear 
brand. Born and bred from punk, metal and 
grunge beginnings, the brand naturally feeds from 
controversy. Since Pleasures initial launch, they 
have collaborating with likes of Grateful Dead, 
Big Pun, Guess, Adidas, Crocs, Dr. Martins and 
now, TAIKAN. The three piece TAIKAN x Pleasures 
collection consisted of one holster vest & two long 
sleeve graphic tees & were available to Pleasures 
stockists Globally. 

Sneakersnstuff is a global retail experience founded in 1999 by Erik Fagerlind and Peter 
Jansson who turned a sneaker collection into a global retail company. Two decades later, 
Sneakersnstuff celebrates 20 years in the game and is still located on Åsögatan, on Stockholm’s 
Södermalm and has since opened stores in Berlin, London, Paris, New York City (including the 
SNS Bar) Los Angeles and Tokyo. The TAIKAN x SNS collaboration consists of two Sacoche 
bags & our brand new Stinger dropping exclusively this year at all SNS shops.

SNEAKERSNSTUFF  



COLLABORATIONS

SOULECTION

Bringing together all forms of progressive music, Soulection is 
an independent music platform, radio show, and artist collective 
that was founded in Los Angeles in 2011. By consistently 
bringing visibility to meaningful music and curating memorable 
experiences, Soulection has broadcast its vision and created a 
culture that brings together hundreds of thousands of supporters 
worldwide. We created a three piece collection that consisted of a 
Lancer backpack, Sacoche & a Raven bag all in black ripstop with 
a glow in the dark Soulection logo. 



COLLABORATIONS

BEAMS 

What started in 1976 as a clothing line in the Harajuku district of Tokyo has developed into 
a world renowned department store with multiple locations as well as offices in New York, 
Milan, Paris and London. Beams carries high-end products ranging from interior décor 
and furniture, to in house labels and desirable brands from around the world. We were 
honoured to have created two separate collaborations together. The first being a special 
SMU 3 in 1 bag & the second being some exclusive color ways of our Hornet backpack all 
exclusive to Beams. 

SNEEZE

SNEEZE is a poster size, less-is-
more, full-color, no binding, soft-fold 
publication. With a page size this large, 
full-bleed images and ads become 
posters/art for our readers’ walls. Each 
turn of the page is unpretentious, an 
honest source of surprise. For their 
highly coveted Calendar release we 
created a massive oversized tote bag 
to coincide with two release parties in 
Tokyo & New York. 



COLLABORATIONS

A-OK STUDIOS X TANTALUS LABS

Taking nods from past subcultures, future spacecrafts and 
meandering brain waves, A-OK is not one thing, but many. 
A-OK takes your smoking experience and gazes at it through a 
modernist haze. Whether designing our own line of accessories 
and apparel, to cultivating the most unique shopping experience 
in Vancouver at our concept store All Day Breakfast, A-OK is here 
to keep your third-eye seeing clear. This limited collaboration 
involved our Spectre & Flanker tote bag with the slogan ‘High On 
Beams’ tagline. 

COLD WORLD FROZEN GOODS

Founded and designed by the multitalented 
Canadian artist, DJ and restauranteur, Alex Rhek, 
Cold World Frozen Goods takes heavy inspiration 
from American and Japanese streetwear, Hip 
Hop culture, and the food industry. The brand 
approaches familiar characters and scenes 
with unique reinterpretations, to design custom 
graphics and embroidery for its exclusive apparel 
and accessory collections. Our collaboration 
included 2 Sacoche bags and a Hornet backpack 
embroidered with Cold World logos.



 TAIKAN BY

As an obvious play on words, TAIKAN BY is inspired by the desire to allow 
creatives to express themselves, in their own medium. The concept 
behind the campaign is to pair an artist with bags of their choice, 
allowing them to create unique content in their own perspective. The 
finished product will be set of images, words or sounds that are entirely 
influenced by the individual’s own interpretation of the collection.

WHAT IS TAIKAN BY?

ZEUSTATE



 TAIKAN BY

SOULECTION

EM (EMILY MARIC)

EXPLORE


https://www.taikaneverything.com/blogs/news/taikan-by-emily-maric


INSTAGRAM



 TAIKAN BY

DONNEL GARCIA

EXPLORE

https://www.taikaneverything.com/blogs/news/taikan-by-donnel-garcia


 TAIKAN BY

TATUM MACLEAN

EXPLORE

https://www.taikaneverything.com/blogs/news/taikan-by-tatum-maclean


 TAIKAN BY

PAUL HARMAN

RAIDEN & NEVIN
EXPLORE

https://www.taikaneverything.com/blogs/news/taikan-by-nevin-raiden


 TAIKAN BY

SINCERELY HANA

MANDYLYN



 TAIKAN BY

MADE BY WE

EXPLORE

https://www.taikaneverything.com/blogs/news/taikan-by-made-by-we 


 TAIKAN BY

SINCERELY HANA






 TAIKAN BY

MESCONDI

EXPLORE

https://www.instagram.com/mescondi/


 SKATE TEAM

MALIK WALKER

WILL SAVAGE

D-MONEY

ETHAN CRAIG



 TAIKAN BY

BOOYAH PATROL

FACE

EXPLORE

https://www.instagram.com/face_oka/


MIXTAPES

YUKIBEB JAYEMKAYEM PAUL DEVRO DJ MARVEL

The 22 year old Tokyo native, Yukibeb, has only been 
making and posting her mixes on Soundcloud since 
2011, but has quickly amassed global attention for 
the eclectic vibes and moods she conveys through 
her selections. Both intimate and sensual, the sounds 
she fuses represent her hip hop, future beats, and 
r&b sensibilities. The diaphanous soundscapes she 
creates for her hungry listeners reflect the intricate 
sounds that compliment the complex and fluorescent 
backdrop of the Tokyo underground.

While she holds the attention of many, Yukibeb 
genuinely wishes to bring visibility to lesser known 
artists and give them a larger platform for recognition. 
Headstrong and opinionated, she doesn’t really care 
for hype, follows her strong intuition and instincts to 
curate her unique sound. Citing major influences like 
J Dilla, Aaliyah, Tokimonsta and fellow labelmates Ms. 
Beb is poised to pursue her passion as a DJ first in her 
hometown of Tokyo and next worldwide.

Jayemkayem is a DJ and creative consultant currently 
based in Toronto. Since relocating from Calgary in 
2015 she has made a name for herself around the 
city as a versatile and skilled selector who can play 
everything from the latest hip-hop hits to throwback 
R&B to progressive club and dance music with ease. 
She has performed in numerous major global cities 
and and along the way she has shared the decks 
with such names as Virgil Abloh, Stretch Armstrong, 
Boi-1da and more, as well as opened for such artists 
including Skepta, Playboi Carti and AJ Tracey. At 
home she holds monthly residencies at a number of 
popular venues around Toronto including Apt200, the 
Drake Underground and EFS. 

Her festival appearances include Piknic Electronik, 
Wayhome, Canadian Music Week, Mural Festival 
and NXNE. She has DJ’d events for a number of 
high profile corporate clients including Red Bull, 
Nordstrom, Saks Fifth Avenue, Nike, Jordan, adidas, 
Puma, Sephora, Lululemon, Urban Decay, L’Oreal, 
Google, Spotify and Vice, among others.

In addition to DJing, Jayem runs independent record 
label Bare Selection alongside her partner Freeza 
Chin, and is the co-founder of community radio 
station and music discovery platform, ISO.

Paul Devro is a small-town boy turned world-
traveling DJ by bringing his own brand of party 
music to the sweatiest dance floors. Since being 
picked up by tastemaker, Diplo, to be the creative 
director/artist for his record label Mad Decent, Paul 
has toured everywhere from India, Russia, Australia, 
Asia, across North America and almost all of Europe. 
He has shared the bill with the likes of Crookers, 
Annie Mac, Boyz Noize, Justice, Chromeo, Diplo, 
Fake Blood, and A-trak, to name a few. Paul has a 
niche for breaking new genres of dance music, which 
is clear by listening to his highly praised mixtapes 
for We Make It Good, Dazed, The Fader, and XLR8R. 
That, along with his secret stacks of tracks he brings 
to the club with him, proves that he has the ear to 
turn out any crowd on any dance floor.

Michael Henry, better known as DJ Marvel, is a 
renowned DJ, producer and live remixer.

A distinguished entertainer and member of 
Vancouver’s premier DJ collective, The Freshest, 
Marvel has performed all over North America, 
including frequent appearances in SF, LA, NYC (The 
Rub / 1 Oak), and at major music festivals like Rock 
The Bells, Fuse, South By Southwest, & Olio. Most 
notably, Marvel has performed with famed recording 
artists Drake, Nas, Lil Jon, Z-Trip, Slum Village, De 
La Soul and the late DJ AM.

Well-versed in contemporary genres, Marvel is also 
a prominent nightlife DJ with popular residencies 
at Fortune Sound Club, Republic, The Alexander, 
303 Columbia, and Barnone in Vancouver where his 
reputation as a musical tastemaker is undisputed.

Marvel recently garnered significant attention as ½ 
of a live production duo Live Evil. Their 2013 remix 
of Ciara’s “Body Party” achieved critical acclaim 
on Pitchfork, and is one of Spin Magazine’s Top 
40 Songs of 2013. The Freshest’s original song 
“Call Your Name” earned the support of Diplo and 
MistaJam on BBC Radio 1. Revered by fellow DJs and 
artists, Marvel’s edits and remixes receive play all 
over the world.

Marvel’s recent TV & Radio appearances include 
guest multiple guest sets for Sway In The Morning on 
SiriusXM, CBC Radio, Much Music, Radio Lilly (NYC), 
Vancouver’s Beat 94.5 & Toronto’s Flow 93.5.

DJ Marvel’s notable corporate clients include, 
The NBA, Redbull, Stussy, RVCA, Alife, Livestock, 
Lululemon Athletica, & Aritzia.



PLAYLISTS

https://open.spotify.com/user/v954tcxeruv1bggb1vkqlfcbr?si=fac85925ddd948e9


PRESS

STREET DREAMS

EXPLORE

https://streetdreams.co/journal/sdmfeatures-taikan-everything-by-donnel-garcia/ 
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SHOPS

END CLOTHING (ENGLAND)

HUNTING LODGE (NORWAY)

GOOD AS GOLD (NEW ZEALAND)

LUISA VIA ROMA (ITALY)

BEAMS (JAPAN)

STORM (DENMARK)

P’S & Q’S (USA)

LIVESTOCK (CANADA)

SNEAKERSNSTUFF 
(JAPAN, USA, SWEDEN, ENGLAND, GERMANY, FRANCE)

OFF THE HOOK (CANADA)

FIRMAMENT (GERMANY)

THE HIP STORE (ENGLAND)



SHOPS

ACD GALLERY (USA) UNCLE OTIS (CANADA)

COMMON TEMPO (JAPAN)

DYCTEAM SELECT SHO (TAIPEI)

FOOSH (CANADA)

SUPPA (GERMANY)

CENTREVILLE (BELGIUM)

PASAR PENINSULA (SINGAPORE) 

OVERKILL (GERMANY)

SELFRIDGES (UNITED KINGDOM)

AMERICAN RAG (USA) NORSE STORE (DENMARK)



COLLECTION 008





COLLECTION 010
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Taikan Everything®


